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HIGH COURT FORM NO. (J) 2. 
HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT / CASE 

IN THE COURT OF THE CIVIL JUDGE, TEZPUR, SONITPUR 
 

Present: N.J. Haque, LLM, AJS 
Civil Judge 
Tezpur, Sonitpur 

16thMay, 2019 

Money Suit No. 26/2013 

Sri Mitra Dev Sarma 
S/o – Late Tika Prasad Sarma 
Resident of Luitel Bhawan 
Chandmari, Ward No.19, Tezpur 
PO- Tezpur, Mouza-Mahabhairab 
District – Sonitpur, Assam 
     ---- Plaintiff     

 -Vs.- 
(1)   Janasadharan 

Printing and Publishers (P) Ltd. 
A company registered under the  
Companies Act, having registered  
Office at 26/27 Industrial Estate  
Bamuni Maidan, Guwahati -21 
Owner of the daily Newspaper,  
―Jana Sadharan‖ 

(2)   Dr. Sibanath Barman 
Editor, ―Jana Sadharan‖ 
26/27 Industrial Estate  
Bamuni Maidan, Guwahati -21 
 

(3)   Sri Abhinab Borah 
Printer and Publisher, ―Jana Sadharan‖ 
26/27 Industrial Estate  
Bamuni Maidan, Guwahati -21 
 
    ----- Defendants 

 
This is a suit filed for recovery of 
Rs.10,00,000/- on account of damages 
for defamationand suit came up for 
final hearing on-26/04/2019. 

 
Ld. Advocate appeared for the plaintiff           : - Mr. P.Saikia 

Ld. Advocate appeared on behalf of defendant: -Mr. B. Nath 
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JUDGMENT  

PLAINTIFF’S CASE 

1. Plaintiff‘s case appears to be in a nutshell is that plaintiff is a highly educated 

person having degree of M.Sc. (Statistics) and further served as Assistant 

teacher, Inspector of Statistics, NEFA, SO/DSO Shillong, Assistant Project 

Officer,DRDA, Deputy Director, Joint Director and further retired on 29-06-

2001 as Director of Repatriated RD, Govt. of AP. The plaintiff claimed himself 

tobe a scholar and writer in Nepali language and further received best social 

worker‘s award to Late Nandalal Upadhyaya (Posthumous) on 26-05-2013 and 

Premier Literary Award for essayist for the year 2012-2013 by Shrastha of 

Sikkim. The President of India awarded 1971 census Bronze Medal to the 

plaintiff in recognition to high legal and dedication. It is further pleaded that 

defendant No.1 is the owner, defendant No.2 is the Editor and defendant No.3 

is the Printer and Publisher of Assamese Daily newspaper ―Janasadharan‖ and 

the defendants printed and published a news item in the 3rd  and 6th page of 

the said newspaper dated 15-06-2013 titled as----

―বগ্নীৰধনআত্মসাত্অৰুণাচলৰৰাজত্ৰিতত্ৰফময়াৰ‖ (Bhagnir Dhan Atmashat Arunachalar 

Rajpratrit Bissayar) which contains serious and defamatory allegations against the 

plaintiff and distributed the said New Paper to the public in general by and through 

which the defendants have thrown very serious reflection and casting aspersions on 

the conduct, character and act of the plaintiff. The said news item of the defendants 

contained the following remarks and observations amongst other thing as 

:―আদালতকত্ৰফথথত্ৰৰচালনাকত্ৰৰচূডান্তজাত্ৰলয়াত্ৰতথৰছাকথছছনচাৰ্টি ত্ৰপথকটউত্ৰলয়াইআৰক্ষীৰথৰাষতত্ৰৰসম্প্ৰত্ৰত

লাতকহহথকাঅৰুণাচলপ্ৰথদশৰত্ৰৰসংখ্যাআৰুঅথিনীত্ৰতত্ৰফবাগৰপ্ৰাক্তনসঞ্চালকত্ৰভিথদৱশভিাৰজাত্ৰলয়াত্ৰতৰঅত্ৰব

যমাথগস্তত্ৰিতকত্ৰৰতুত্ৰলথছৰাইজক।লক্ষনীয়বাথফথতজুৰচানভাত্ৰৰৰ২নংানীথটঙ্কীথৰাডৰলুইথটলবৱনত্ৰনফাসীতথা

অৰুণাচলৰত্ৰৰসংখ্যাআৰুঅথিনীত্ৰতত্ৰফবাগৰপ্ৰাক্তনসঞ্চালকদ্মজাৰথজযষ্ঠবাতৃত্ৰভিথদৱশভিাইদ্মজাৰনাভতথকাধ

নআত্মসাত্কৰাৰস্বাথিতথতজুৰআদালতকত্ৰফথথত্ৰৰচাত্ৰলতকত্ৰৰত্ৰৰয়ালৰআনসকলসদসযৰঅজ্ঞাথতছাকথছছন

চাৰ্টি ত্ৰপথকটউত্ৰলওৱাৰলগথতসভস্তধনআত্মসাত্কৰাফুত্ৰলত্ৰৰয়াথলঅত্ৰবথমাগউত্থানকথৰ‖।―জাত্ৰলয়াত্ৰতৰএইঘটনা

সন্দবি তথমাৱা২৬/১২/১২তাত্ৰৰথখ্বাতৃথক্ষিথদৱশভিাইস্থানীয়থহথলভথানাতএজাহাৰদাত্ৰখ্লকত্ৰৰত্ৰছল।এইঘটনাৰত্ৰ

ছৰৰালাতকহহথকাত্ৰভিথদৱশভিাইথমাৱা২/৫/১৩তাত্ৰৰথখ্গুৱাহাটীউচ্চনযায়ালয়ৰৰাঅন্তৱতীকালীনজাত্ৰভনলা

বকথৰ।১৫/৫/১৩তাত্ৰৰখ্হলথকঅন্তৱতীকালীনজাত্ৰভনলাবকত্ৰৰথলমত্ৰদওআদালতআৰুত্ৰৰয়ালৰআনসদসযৰথৰাষ

তৰাৰবয়থতথতজুৰআদালততহাত্ৰজৰনহহঅদযাত্ৰলাতকহহথকাফুত্ৰলত্ৰৰয়াথলঅত্ৰবথমাগকত্ৰৰথছ‖।―উথেখ্থমা
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গযথম২০০২চনতঅৱসৰগ্ৰহণকৰাঅথিথলাবীত্ৰভিথদৱশভিাই৩০/৬/১৯৯৬চনতথতজুৰআদালততছাকথছছনথকছ

নম্বৰ১১২/৯৬আীলকথৰ।ত্ৰৰয়ালৰফাকীসদসযৰঅথগাচথৰএইথকছআীলকৰাৰলগথতত্ৰৰয়ালৰসদসযসকলৰ

ঠিকনাবুলথকউথেখ্কৰাৰলগথত১১জনসদসযৰচহীজালকৰাফুত্ৰলওঅত্ৰবথমাগতুত্ৰলথছত্ৰৰয়ালৰসদসযই।দীঘিত্ৰদনত্ৰ

ছতজাত্ৰলয়াত্ৰতৰএইঘটনাথাহৰহলঅহাতদ্মজাৰথজযষ্ঠবাতৃথক্ষিথদৱশভিাইথহথলভথানাতএজাহাৰদাত্ৰখ্লকত্ৰৰথছ।২

৬ত্ৰডথচম্বৰ২০১২যতদাত্ৰখ্লকৰাএজাহাৰৰত্ৰছতলাতকহহআথছঅৰুণাচলৰৰাজত্ৰিতত্ৰফময়াত্ৰভিথদৱশভিা।ভৃতব

নীৰনাভতথকাধনআত্মসাত্কৰাৰস্বাথিথতপ্ৰাক্তনচৰকাৰীত্ৰফষয়াজথনসংঘৰ্টতকৰাএইজাত্ৰলয়াত্ৰতৰঘটনাইথতজুৰ

তফযাকপ্ৰত্ৰতত্ৰিয়াৰসৃত্ৰিকত্ৰৰথছ‖।The plaintiff further pleaded that the aforesaid 

statement and remarks are not only false and baseless but are also deliberate 

lies made by the defendants and as published in the newspaper dated 15-06-

2013. That all the statements and remarks of that news item are extremely 

defamatory and libelous in nature and defendant published those false 

statements with a motive to malign, discredit, insult and lower the prestige of 

the plaintiff in the estimation of the public in general as well as government 

circle. That the plaintiff vide letter dated 18-06-2013 sent a clarification 

against the defendants‘ for false and baseless news item dated 15-06-2013, 

but the defendants have willfully neglected to publish the plaintiff‘s 

clarification in the said newspaper. That the plaintiff suffered loss of prestige, 

reputation, character and position and further suffered mental agony and 

worries which are direct result out of the news item dated 15-06-2013. As 

such, the plaintiff claimed an exemplary damage of Rs.5,00,000/- for causing 

injury to the plaintiff‘s prestige, reputation, character, career and 

Rs.4,80,000/- for causing mental pain and agony and Rs.20,000/- for debt 

and expenditure for bringing this action together with further loss as may be 

incurred.  

DEFENDANT’S CASE 

2. The defendants by filling written statement both in law and facts denied the 

entire contentions of the plaintiff and further pleaded that there is no cause of 

action, suit is not maintainable and plaintiff filed the suit under false and 

frivolous ground. The defendants further pleaded that plaintiff did not implead 

Khetra Dev Sarma as a necessary party to the suit as he lodged a complaint 

against him before Halem P.S vide No.47/12. That the brother of the plaintiff 

one Khetra Dev Sarma lodged one complaint which was registered as Helem 
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P.S Case No.47/12 u/s 420/406/468 IPC and the plaintiff apprehended arrest 

out of such criminal case and he obtained pre-arrest bail from Hon‘ble Gauhati 

High Court. That the said criminal case still pending against the plaintiff which 

he has slightly mentioned in para No.9 of plaint. That said Khetra Dev Sharma 

even informed the matter to the Media through his writing to publish the 

same which is true and public good to know the extent of a qualified 

gentleman. That in the said complaint it is clearly stated that the plaintiff has 

misappropriated the huge amount of his deceased sister Padmaja Devi by 

forgery and misleading the Hon‘ble Court. That the plaintiff without waiting to 

decide the said criminal case illegally brought the instant suit. Hence, the 

defendants prayed to dismiss the suit with compensatory cost.  

3. Upon perusal of the pleadings of both parties and hearing learned advocates 

of both sides,my predecessor in office vide its order dated 16-08-2014, settled 

the following issues: 

1. Whether the plaintiff is entitled for recovery of 
Rs.10, 00,000/- only from the defendants? 

2. Whether the plaintiff is entitled for interest @ 
12% per annum on the decreetal amount?  

3. Whether the defendants are jointly and severally 
liable to pay the decreetal amount?  

4. Whether the plaintiff is entitled for any other 
relief?  

4. The plaintiff to substantiate his claim examined as many as 3 nos. of 

witnesses and further adduced documentary forms of evidences before this 

court. The evidence of PW-2, stands expunged due to his none-appearance 

before this court. Per contra, defendant side examined one witness named, 

Gautam Khanikar.  

5. I have heard the argument of both the sides and perused the entire 

pleadings on record along with the oral as well as documentary forms of 

evidences.  

 

 

EVIDENCES ADDUCED BY THE PLAINTIFF 
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6. PW-1, plaintiff Mitradev Sarma has submitted his examination-in-chief by 

reproducing the contentions of the plaint and further exhibited the following 

documents: 

Ext.1 is the original of the Assamese daily 
Newspaper ―Janasadharan‖ dated 15-06-2013,  
Ext.1 (1) is the relevant news item, 
Ext.2 is the original copy of the clarification 
dated 18-06-2013,  
Ext.2 (1) is the postal receipt dated 20-06-
2013,  
Ext.2 (2) is the acknowledge card,  
Ext.3 is the original Certificate issued by the 
census Commissioner of India,  
Ext.4 is the certificate dated 13-07-2013,  
Ext.5 is the original copy of pension book,  
Ext.6 is the copy of order dated 08-11-1995,  
Ext.7 is the copy of order dated 11-07-2001,  
Ext.8 is the original letter dated 01-06-2013,  
Ext.9 is the original letter issued by Bihu 
Suraksha Sommittee, Assam,  
Ext. 10 is the certificate dated 10-01-2009 
issued by Nepali Sahitya Parishad, Assam and  
Ext.11 is the original certificate dated 21-01- 
2015. 

7. PW-1 in his cross-examination deposed before this court that his father has 

nine children, namely, Kriti Sarma, Mitradev Sarma, Shanti Sarma, 

Dayananda Sarma, Maya Sarma, Khetradev Sarma, Hira Sarma, Late 

Padmaja Devi and Smt. Kabita Baishya.  Padmaja Devi was an employee of 

Assam Co-operative Apex Bank. She was serving as a clerk till her death. 

Padmaja Devi was unmarried. Till her death, her marriage was arranged. 

Padmaja Devi was killed. The name of her murderer was Purna Sarma and 

he was her distant related brother. Purna Sarma promising to offer a job for 

Padmaja Devi, got opened two LIC policies and Dibeswari Devi was cited as 

a nominee, who was the mother of Purna Sarma. In order to misappropriate 

and grab the amount of nominee, Purna sarma killed Padmaja Devi. The 

name of Maya Sarma and Kabita Sarma Baishya were there in the Service 

Book of Padmaja Devi. After the death of Padmaja Devi, he has filed a 

succession case for the debts and securities of Padmaja Devi. In the said 

case, he has impleaded Dibeswari Devi and his surviving seven brothers. 

Ex-parte order was passed in respect of the impleaded parties. Apart from 
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this suit, he has filed another suit in this court which is presently sub-judice 

before the Hon‘ble Gauhati High Court. He filed said case against ‗Agradut‘ 

newspaper and the subject matter of that suit and the subject matter of this 

suit are same. He has not submitted any documents relating to the 

succession case filed by him, but he mentioned about the outcome of that 

case in this suit.The documents which has been filed with the affidavit has 

not been exhibited because original of some of the documents has not been 

brought to the court today by him. He has come to the court to depose in 

connection with the case filed by him againstthe newspaper ‗Janasadharan‘. 

He has sent one clarification to ‗Janasadharan‘ newspaper against the news 

item published, for which he has filed this suit.He has mentioned the same 

in para 12 of his plaint. He has filed three cases, one is the succession case 

and the other two arefiled against the newspapers and he also filed a 

partition suit. In another case he was an accused and the said case was 

pending at Gohpur court. Partition suit was filed against his brothers in 

Tezpur court in respect of the paternal properties situated at Gameri. Based 

on the said publication of this suit, he filed another suit against the 

newspaper ‗Agradujt‘ on the same subject matter. He has not submitted any 

documents pertaining to the case where he was an accused. He has also 

not submitted any documents of the succession case.The criminal case filed 

against him was on the allegations that the succession case was filed 

playing fraud. Criminal case was filed by his brother Khetra Dev Sarma. He 

had read the contents of the ejahar of criminal case. Ext. 1(1) contains a 

portion of the contents mentioned in the ejahar of the criminal 

case. He has obtained anticipatory bail from the Hon‘ble Gauhati High Court 

for the criminal case lodged against him. He obtained anticipatory bail to 

evade his arrest. Before and after obtaining the anticipatory bail he had 

communication with the police.It was mentioned in the ejahar lodged 

against him that there was an apprehension over lodging the ejahar, Khetra 

Dev Sarma or his family members may face threat or harm in the event of 

arising out of that circumstances he, his wife and daughter Riju Deka Sarma 

will be held liable. Ejahar was lodged by Khetra Dev Sarma. Khetra Dev 

Sarma alleged in the ejahar that plaintiff by submitting forged documents 
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obtained succession certificate from the court and misappropriated the 

amount of his sister Padmaja Devi. In that ejahar it was further mentioned 

that with ill motive on submissions of forged documents the other legal 

heirs of Padmaja Devi and Khetra Dev Sarma were neglected. Ext.1 is the 

news item and it has got similarity with the ejahar lodged by Khetra Dev 

Sarma. Issue of Ext.1 (1) is same of the ejahar. Ext.2 is the ‗milan 

certificate‘ sent by him but in Ext.1 (1) he failed to mention the source and 

the said source was wrong. Such fact was not mentioned by him. In Ext.2 

and Ext.1 (1) news item Khetra Dev Sarma was involved with the publisher 

but he has not impleaded Khetra Dev Sarma as party. He has not impleaded 

the reporter of Ext.1 (1). He is getting his pension regularly after 15-06-

2013 and doing all his regular activities i.e. marketing, taking food etc. Ext.1 

(1) was published on 15-06-2013. On 13-07-2013 he was felicitated at West 

Sikkim on the occasions of Bhanu Jayanti. From the year 2013 till now he 

has attended funeral, weddings and various functions of different people 

with any inconvenience, including at Assam, West Bengal, Nepal and 

Myanmar.Since 15-06-2013 he has not read the publication newspaper. He 

did not read any newspaper other than Amar Asom, Pratidin and 

Janasadharan in 2013. He does not know if the newspaper Janasadharan is 

stopped now. Ext.4 does not bearsignature of Principal and only 25-07-1966 

mentioned under the official seal. In his affidavit he has mentioned the date 

as 13-07-2013 of Ext.4. In Ext.3 there is no mention of any date. There is 

no signature of the signatory under the seal of Ext.3. Ext.5 does not bear 

his full name. In Ext.6 there is mention of date 28-08-1995. In his affidavit, 

he has mentioned the date of Ext.6 as 08-11-1995. In his affidavit, he has 

mentioned of an order dated 11-07-2001 as Ext.7, but no such order is 

exhibited. He obtained bail apprehending arrest. The nominees in the bank 

account of his deceased sister Padmaja Devi were Kabita Sarma Baishya 

and Maya Sarma. He has never changed the names of the nominee in the 

bank account of Padmaja Devi. He has withdrawn the amounts of bank 

accounts of Padmaja Devi. His two sisters had authorized him to withdraw 

the amount from the bank account of Padmaja Devi. He has submitted that 

authorization letter in this suit.The succession case filed by him after the 
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death of Padmaja Devi for her properties, proceeded ex-parte against the 

valid legal heirsas well as against the invalid legal heir. The succession case 

also proceeded ex-parte against Khetra Dev Sarma. Thereafter, against 

Khetra Dev Sarma filed a criminal case stating that the succession certificate 

obtained by him by playing fraud and succession certificate was also not 

valid. He would not have filed the suit if the clarification, Ext.2, against the 

news item published. The heads of claim made in the suit was calculated by 

him. He has incurred expenditure around Rs.15 lakhs for the suit, later said 

that around Rs.1 Lakhs was incurred. The head of expenses mentioned in 

his plaint were put by his advocate on being consented. Pressure was put 

on the police station by one Minister in order to arrest him in criminal case 

and therefore he was compelled to obtain anticipatory bail in that criminal 

case. It is not true that he has appeared before the Police station after 

obtaining anticipatory bail as mentioned in Ext.2. His various writings were 

published in the Janasadharan newspaper and other newspapers and he 

received appreciation and praise for his writings by other authors. In the 

ejahar filed against him by his brother Khetra Dev Sarmait was alleged that 

succession certificate in respect of his deceased sister was obtained by 

submitting forged documents in the court and deprivingall the legal heirs.  

8. PW-2 although submitted his evidence-in-chief but he has not appeared to 

face the cross-examination and therefore his evidence directed to be 

expunged vide order dated 26-06-2018.  

9. PW-3 submitted his evidence-in-affidavit supporting the entire version of the 

plaintiff and he in his cross-examination deposed that Padmaja Devi isnot 

related to him. He does not know all the brothers and sisters of Padmaja 

Devi. He knows that Mitradev Sarma is the brother of Padmaja Devi. 

Padmaja Devi died and he read in newspaper that she was murdered but he 

does not know about it personally. He does not know what service Padmaja 

Devi was doing. He does not know who has applied or received the 

amounts of Padmaja Devi after her death. He does not know who had 

received the amounts of Padmaja Devi or who are legally entitled to receive 

the amounts. He doesn‘t know if there was any succession case filed. He is 

not aware if Mitradev Sarma gainedillegally by receiving the amounts after 
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the death of Padmaja Devi with the help ofa succession certificate. He 

doesn‘t know if Khetra Dev Sarma, brother of plaintiff, filed any criminal 

case against the plaintiff respect of the amounts left by Padmaja Devi on 

her death and if plaintiff had to obtain bail from High Court. The plaintiff did 

not tell him about obtaining bail from High Court and publication of the 

same in the Assamese newspaper Janasadharan. He has not read all the 

books written and published by Mitradev Sarma. He was neither present in 

the functions nor he did he see Mitradev Sarma receiving any award. He 

was not present in the function held at Sitajakhala and he could not say 

who were present there. He doesn‘t know who were made defendants in 

this suit by Mitradev Sarma. He doesn‘t know if Mitradev Sarma filed any 

other case except his case and plaintiff also never told him anything 

regarding this.As he did not know about any case against Mitradev Sarma 

so he could not say how he was dishonored. He has mentioned in his 

affidavit that plaintiff is a very social person that means plaintiff was in good 

touch with the society. He doesn‘t know   the Auditor and Sub-auditor of 

newspapers named, Pratidin, Assam Tribune, Sentinal, Niyomiya Barta, 

Janasadharan etc. He reads Pratidin and Assam Tribune newspapers 

regularly. He doesn‘t remember what news he has read today in the 

newspaper Pratidin and Assam Tribune. He has been reading Pratidin and 

Assam Tribune newspapers sincehis service life regularly and he retired at 

the age of 60 years. He did not see the mark sheet of plaintiff to ascertain 

what exams he has passed and what marks he got in the exams. Mitradev 

Sarma is engaged for the society since his service period till now without 

any inconvenience. Mitradev Sarma never told him that police was 

searching him for which he has obtained bail from High Court.Except this 

case, he has not deposed any other case of Mitradev Sarma. He and 

Mitradev Sarma reside in same neighborhood and they have visiting terms. 

He has not read the news regarding obtaining bail from High court in which 

of the newspapers it was published. He did not asked about Padmaja Devi 

from the family members of Mitradev Sarma.   

EVIDENCES ADDUCED BY THE DEFENDANTS 
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10. DW-1 Gautam Khanikar has submitted his examination-in-chief by 

reproducing the contentions of the written stamen and he deposed in his 

cross-examination that this suit was filed by Mitradev Sarma against the 

newspaper Janasadharan, its printer and Editor. From the beginning of 

newspaper Janasadharan, he was working as a reporter at Bihaguri area. 

Mitradev Sarma has filed this suit claiming compensation of Rs.10,00,000/- 

from newspaper Janasadharan and others. He doesn‘t know plaintiff 

Mitradev Sarma. He was not impleaded as defendant in this suit. He did not 

sign in the written statement filed by the defendants in this suit. He does 

not know the contents of written statement and the signatories of written 

statement.He doesn‘t know if plaintiff Mitradev Sarma was a retired Govt. 

employee. He doesn‘t know if Mitradev Sarma served in different places on 

account of his work. He doesn‘t know if plaintiff Mitradev Sarma wrote any 

books in Assamese and Nepali. He doesn‘t know if plaintiff had connection 

with some institutions. He only heard about theNepali newspaper 

―Deshbarta‖ publishing from Tezpur. He doesn‘t know if plaintiff Mitradev 

Sarma was consultant auditor of newspaper Deshbarta. Janasadharam is a 

circulating newspaper but he does not know if it is circulated outside too. 

He came to know from his owner that Mitradev Sarma has filed this suit 

claiming compensation based on the news item dated 15-06-2013. In the 

news item dated 15-06-2013 of Janasadharan newspaper at page 3 and 6 it 

was published with headline as ―VOGNIR DHON ATMOSAT 

ARUNACHALOR RAJPOTRITO BISHAYA”. He doesn‘t know who gave 

the news item. Staff reporter Tezpur is mentioned. He doesn‘t know who 

sent it. He doesn‘t know the basis of that news item. He doesn‘t know any 

Helem PS case No.47/12 that has been mentioned in para No.3 of his 

affidavit. In para No.6 of affidavit, he has mentioned about ascertaining of 

fact by the reporters, but he does not know the basis under which the news 

item dated 15-06-2013 was published.  

DISCUSSION, DECISSION AND REASONS FOR SUCH DECISION 

11. I have heard the argument from both the sides and perused the entire case 

record coupled with the evidences on record.  
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12. Issue No.1:This issue relates to the facts as to ―whether the plaintiff is 

entitled for recovery of Rs.10,00,000/- only from the defendants?‖ 

Instant issue is the crux of the dispute as the entitlement of the plaintiff of 

recovery of damages as Rs.10,00,000/- depends upon the proof of publication 

of defamatory statement against the plaintiff by the defendants with intent to 

lower down the honour and dignity of the plaintiff before the society. In this 

case, before discussing Issue No.1, let us appreciate the prime contentions of 

the plaintiff‘s story so that the evidences adduced by the plaintiff side may be 

appreciated carefully and properly. 

13. The plaint introduced by the plaintiff let slip before this court that defendants  

printed and published a news item on the 3rd and 6th page of the newspaper 

dated 05-06-2013 titled as ――বগ্নীৰধনআত্মসাত্অৰণুাচলৰৰাজত্ৰিতত্ৰফময়াৰ‖ (Bhagnir 

Dhan Atmashat Arunachalar Rajpratrit Bissayar) which contains serious and 

defamatory allegations against the plaintiff and distributed the said New Paper 

to the public in general by and through which the defendants have thrown 

very serious reflection and casting aspersions on the conduct, character and 

act of the plaintiff. The said news item of the defendants contained the 

following remarks and observations amongst other thing as : 

―আদালতকত্ৰফথথত্ৰৰচালনাকত্ৰৰচূডান্তজাত্ৰলয়াত্ৰতথৰছাকথছছনচাৰ্টি ত্ৰপথকটউত্ৰলয়াইআৰক্ষীৰথৰাষত

ত্ৰৰসম্প্ৰত্ৰতলাতকহহথকাঅৰণুাচলপ্ৰথদশৰত্ৰৰসংখ্যাআৰঅুথিনীত্ৰতত্ৰফবাগৰপ্ৰাক্তনসঞ্চালকত্ৰভিথদৱশভিা

ৰজাত্ৰলয়াত্ৰতৰঅত্ৰবথমাথগস্তত্ৰিতকত্ৰৰতুত্ৰলথছৰাইজক।লক্ষনীয়বাথফথতজুৰচানভাত্ৰৰৰ২নংানীথটঙ্কীথৰা

ডৰলইুথটলবৱনত্ৰনফাসীতথাঅৰণুাচলৰত্ৰৰসংখ্যাআৰঅুথিনীত্ৰতত্ৰফবাগৰপ্ৰাক্তনসঞ্চালকদ্মজাৰথজযষ্ঠ

বাতৃত্ৰভিথদৱশভিাইদ্মজাৰনাভতথকাধনআত্মসাত্কৰাৰস্বাথিতথতজুৰআদালতকত্ৰফথথত্ৰৰচাত্ৰলতক

ত্ৰৰত্ৰৰয়ালৰআনসকলসদসযৰঅজ্ঞাথতছাকথছছনচাৰ্টি ত্ৰপথকটউত্ৰলওৱাৰলগথতসভস্তধনআত্মসাত্কৰাফু

ত্ৰলত্ৰৰয়াথলঅত্ৰবথমাগউত্থানকথৰ‖। 

―জাত্ৰলয়াত্ৰতৰএইঘটনাসন্দবি তথমাৱা২৬/১২/১২তাত্ৰৰথখ্বাতৃথক্ষিথদৱশভিাইস্থানীয়থহথলভথানাতএজাহা

ৰদাত্ৰখ্লকত্ৰৰত্ৰছল।এইঘটনাৰত্ৰছৰৰালাতকহহথকাত্ৰভিথদৱশভিাইথমাৱা২/৫/১৩তাত্ৰৰথখ্গুৱাহাটীউ

চ্চনযায়ালয়ৰৰাঅন্তৱতীকালীনজাত্ৰভনলাবকথৰ।১৫/৫/১৩তাত্ৰৰখ্হলথকঅন্তৱতীকালীনজাত্ৰভনলাব

কত্ৰৰথলমত্ৰদওআদালতআৰুত্ৰৰয়ালৰআনসদসযৰথৰাষতৰাৰবয়থতথতজুৰআদালততহাত্ৰজৰনহহঅ

দযাত্ৰলাতকহহথকাফতু্ৰলত্ৰৰয়াথলঅত্ৰবথমাগকত্ৰৰথছ‖। 
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―উথেখ্থমাগযথম২০০২চনতঅৱসৰগ্ৰহণকৰাঅথিথলাবীত্ৰভিথদৱশভিাই৩০/৬/১৯৯৬চনতথতজুৰআদা

লততছাকথছছনথকছনম্বৰ১১২/৯৬আীলকথৰ।ত্ৰৰয়ালৰফাকীসদসযৰঅথগাচথৰএইথকছআীলকৰাৰ

লগথতত্ৰৰয়ালৰসদসযসকলৰঠিকনাবুলথকউথেখ্কৰাৰলগথত১১জনসদসযৰচহীজালকৰাফতু্ৰলওঅত্ৰব

যমাগতুত্ৰলথছত্ৰৰয়ালৰসদসযই।দীঘিত্ৰদনত্ৰছতজাত্ৰলয়াত্ৰতৰএইঘটনাথাহৰহলঅহাতদ্মজাৰথজযষ্ঠবাতৃ

যক্ষিথদৱশভিাইথহথলভথানাতএজাহাৰদাত্ৰখ্লকত্ৰৰথছ।২৬ত্ৰডথচম্বৰ২০১২যতদাত্ৰখ্লকৰাএজাহাৰৰত্ৰছত

লাতকহহআথছঅৰণুাচলৰৰাজত্ৰিতত্ৰফময়াত্ৰভিথদৱশভিা।ভতৃবনীৰনাভতথকাধনআত্মসাত্কৰাৰস্বাথি

যতপ্ৰাক্তনচৰকাৰীত্ৰফষয়াজথনসংঘৰ্টতকৰাএইজাত্ৰলয়াত্ৰতৰঘটনাইথতজুৰতফযাকপ্ৰত্ৰতত্ৰিয়াৰসৃত্ৰিক

ত্ৰৰথছ‖। 

14. The plaintiff has further pleaded that due to publication of the aforesaid news 

item the plaintiff has suffered mental agony and pain and further it harms the 

plaintiff‘s prestige, respect, reputation, character and career. Accordingly, the 

plaintiff has brought the instant suit claiming damages of Rs.10,00,000/- with 

other reliefs. 

15. Per contra, the defendants have contested the suit by filing written statement 

and where they have admitted the publication of the news item and further 

pleaded that no malafide or malice attributed to the alleged news item as the 

defendants have only depicted the materials which are true. It is further 

pleaded by the defendants that the alleged news item pertaining to the matter 

on record and cannot therefore be said defamatory as such no action for 

defamation can be brought against them. The defendants further pleaded that 

there was an ejahar lodged by Khetra Dev Sarma before Halem PS vide Halem 

PS Case No.47/12 u/s 420/406/468 IPC and the plaintiff obtained pre-arrest 

bail from Hon‘ble Gauhati High Court and same is still pending against the 

plaintiff and it was contended in the complaint that plaintiff had 

misappropriated a huge amount of his sister Padmaja Devi by forgery and 

misleading the Hon‘ble Court. Hence, the defendant prayed to dismiss with 

cost. 

16. From the pleadings of both the sides it is crystal clear that plaintiff‘s claim 

rests upon the fact that defendants have published a news item which is false, 

defamatory and that degraded the honour and dignity of the plaintiff upon 

which plaintiff suffered mental agony, painand it lowered down his reputation, 
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morality, character before the estimation of society. Defendants supplicated 

that one complaint was lodged against the plaintiff and the complainant 

Khetra Dev Sarma informed the matter to media through writing to publish 

the same which is true and for public good. 

17. Upon the above pleadings on record, this court before appreciation of 

evidence on record, finds the following pertinent questions:-  

 Whether the publication of contents of ejahar falls within the purview 

of defamatory statement? 

 Whether the publication of an ejahar by news media comes under the 

purview of defamation? 

 Whether a law-suit for damages is tenable only on the ground that 

the contents of the ejahar was published by the defendants? 

18. Prior discussing the aforesaid articulated questions, let us discuss few 

settled propositions about the law of defamation. For proper understanding 

of the factual aspects of this case, let us try to understand what defamation 

isand when a person will be held for prosecuting with a suit for damages in 

respect to publication? 

19. Undeniably, the publisher or editor of a newspaper may be held liable for 

publication of defamatory statement against any individual that degrades the 

honour and dignity of such individual before the estimation of society. A 

lawsuit for damages is maintainable in the eye of law if the plaintiff able to 

prove that defendants have published defamatory statements against the 

plaintiff and such defamatory statement lowered the character, honour, 

dignity and prestige of the plaintiff before the estimation of society. As such, 

it seen that first and foremost facts needs to be establish is the publication of 

defamatory statement.  

20. In the forthcoming discussions, this court shall try to ascertain as to whether 

any defamatory statement actually was published against the plaintiff by the 

defendants. If it established that defamatory statement appears to be 

published by the defendants against the plaintiff then only question of 

suffering mental pain or agony will arise or the question appraising the actual 

damages will arise in the lawsuit. 
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21. The evidences disclosed that the news item published by the defendants are 

based upon a true fact that plaintiff‘s brother named Khetra Dev Sharma has 

lodged an F.I.R before Halem P.S alleging criminal miss-appropriation of 

money left by his sister named Padmaja Devi. It seen from the pleadings as 

well the evidences presented before this court that defendants have 

published a new item and that based upon the contents of the ejahar. As per 

the plaintiff criminal case is still pending against him for disposal. So, it is 

very difficult to ascertain the contents of the FIR to be false until and unless 

the plaintiff received a clean acquittal from the competent court. The 

admitted fact is the defendants have published a news item that based upon 

the F.I.R lodged against the plaintiff by his brother. The plaintiff himself 

admitted his cross-examination that his brother lodged ejahar before Halem 

P.S and contents of the ejahar and the new item are same.  

22. Hon‘ble Delhi High Court in Shri Ram Singh Batra vs. Smt. Sharan Premi 

133 (2006) DLT 126, held the followings:- 

(i) that malicious prosecution is actionable as a tort but 

mere presentation of a false complaint which first seeks to 

set the criminal law in motion will not furnish an action for 

damages for malicious prosecution; (ii) that till the plaintiff 

obtains an order of acquittal or discharge in his favour, no 

cause of action to file a suit against the defendant on the 

tort of malicious prosecution accrues; (iii) that the 

newspaper reports of registration of FIR against the 

plaintiff and disclosing the nature of offence alleged of the 

plaintiff and of arrest of the plaintiff are also not 

actionable; (iv) that till it is established that the FIR in 

question is based on a false allegation, no action is found 

maintainable on the newspaper reports; (v) that till the 

investigation is on, there can be no cause of action. 

Accordingly, the plaint in the suit was rejected. 

23. In Vijay Gulati Vs. Radhika (2010) 119 DRJ 482 Hon‘ble Delhi High 

Court further held :--- 
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(a) that till the time the charges levelled against the 

plaintiff are not disproved or not proved, it could not 

be said that the allegations in the complaint were 

without any merit; (b) that the allegations in the 

complaint could not be said to be defamatory; (c) that 

a suit for damages for defamation cannot be initiated 

as a surrogate litigation as a counter-blast and to use 

it as a lever to tame the defendant; (d) that the 

defendant/complainant cannot be put on a defensive 

by initiation of such a suit for damages for defamation; 

(e) that the suit for damages for defamation cannot be 

used as a lever to get the dragnet by criminal cases; 

(f) reliance was placed on Bira Garari Vs. Dulhin 

Somaria AIR 1962 Patna 229 (DB) laying down that in 

a case of defamation on the basis of registration of a 

cognizable offence, it could not be said that the person 

had been defamed unless and until the said complaint 

is tested before the appropriate forum; (g) once a 

person puts criminal law into action, the other party 

cannot lodge and bring about a suit for defamation so 

as to stop those criminal proceedings;(h) that the 

appropriate remedy for such a plaintiff would be either 

to institute a suit for damages for malicious 

prosecution or to get a case registered under Section 

182 Cr.P.C.; (i) that the suit for damages for 

defamation is pre-mature till the complaint is rejected. 

Accordingly, the suit held not maintainable and the 

plaint was rejected. 

24. In Primero Skill & Training Pvt. Ltd. Vs. Selima Publications Pvt. Ltd. 

2017 SCC 7619 it was held ---- 

―that a newspaper cannot be held liable for defamation for 

reporting on documents made public by the state.‖ 

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1173876/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1173876/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1173876/
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25.  Hon‘ble Supreme Court, in Youth Bar Association of India Vs. Union of 

India (2016) 9 SCC 473, concerned with a petition under Article 32 of the 

Constitution of India and while issuing guidelines/directions for supply of copy 

of FIR has inter alia directed that the copies of the FIR (unless the offence is 

sensitive in nature, like sexual offences, offences pertaining to insurgency, 

terrorism and of that category, offences under Protection of Children from 

Sexual Offences (POCSO) Act, 2012 and such other offences) should, within 

twenty-four hours of the registration of the FIR, be uploaded on the police 

website, and if there is no such website on the official website of the State 

Government so that the accused or any person connected with the same can 

download the FIR and file appropriate application before the Court for 

redressal of his grievances and that the decision not to upload the copy of 

the FIR on the website shall not be taken by an officer below the rank of 

Deputy Superintendent of Police or a person holding equivalent post. 

26. As per the law declared by the Supreme Court, the contents of FIR, 

irrespective of whether published in a newspaper as a news event or not, are 

in public domain. Once the Police itself, as per law declared by the Supreme 

Court is required to publish the FIR, this court fail to understand as to how 

the defendants of this case can be proceeded against in an action for 

defamation for publishing the contents thereof. 

27. Hon‘ble Supreme Court in Raja Ram Pal Vs. Hon'ble Speaker, Lok Sabha 

(2007) 3 SCC 184 held that---- 

the term "privilege in law" is defined as an immunity or an 

exemption from some duty, burden, attendance or liability 

conferred by special grant in derogation of common right. 

The term "privilege" was stated to be derived from an 

expression "privilege" which means a law specially passed in 

favour of or against a particular person. 

28.  In Golap Jan Vs. Bholanath Khettry MANU/WB/0056/1911 it was 

held by the Division Bench of the Calcutta High Court that--- 

―though defamation is a good cause of action but even if 

the complaint to the Magistrate was defamatory still the 

complainant was entitled to protection from a suit for 

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/981147/
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defamation and this protection was the absolute 

privilege accorded in the public interest to those who 

make statements to the Courts in the course of and in 

relation to judicial proceedings.‖ 

29. The Division Bench of Hon‘ble Madras High Court in Pedda Sanjivi Reddy 

Vs. Kondasari Koneri Reddi AIR 1926 Mad 521 held that---- 

―the statements made to the police officer which could only 

be made with a view to their being repeated on oath 

before the Magistrate as well as statements in the petition 

presented to the Magistrate have been invested by the 

common law of England with absolute privilege which 

attaches not merely to the actual proceedings of any 

tribunal exercising judicial function, but to all preliminary 

steps which are in accordance with the cognized and 

reasonable procedure of such a tribunal. It was also held 

that the public policy which renders the protection of 

witnesses necessary for the administration of justice 

necessarily involves that which is a step towards, and is 

part of the administration of justice, namely the preliminary 

examination of witnesses to find out what they can prove, 

and consequently statements made by a witness to a 

litigant or his solicitor in preparing proof are absolutely 

privileged.‖ 

30. In Anjana Saikia (Das) Vs. Anuradha Das 2003 SCC OnLine Gau 321 
it was held that--- 

―though an action for defamation by statement in 
the FIR would lie but only after the FIR case was 
decided.‖ 

31. In Mahavir Singh vs. Surinder Singh 2010 SCC OnLine P&H 9094it 

was held that— 

mere lodging of the FIR, though it may contain 

false imputation, does not amount to defaming the 

person against whom FIR is lodged. To the same 
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effect is Kamlesh Kaur vs. Lakhwinder Singh 

2008 SCC OnLine P&H 920. 

32. In GangadharPadhy Vs. Prem Singh 211 (2014) DLT 104 relying on 

S.T. Sahib Vs. N. Hasan Ghani Sahib AIR 1957 Madras 646 held that--- 

―action for malicious prosecution is not favored in law 

and should be properly guarded and its true principles 

strictly adhered to, since public policy favours the 

exposure of a crime and it is highly desirable that those 

reasonably suspected of crime be subjected to the 

process of criminal law for the protection of society and 

the citizen be accorded immunity for bona fide efforts to 

bring anti-social members of the society to the bar of 

justice‖ 

33. A Nine Judges Bench of the Supreme Court in NareshShridharMirajkar Vs. 

State of Maharashtra AIR 1967 SC 1 reiterated that --- 

―Journalists have a fundamental right to carry on their 

occupation under Article 19(1)(g); they have also a right 

to attend proceedings in Court under Article 19(1)(d); and 

that the right to freedom of speech and expression 

guaranteed by Article 19(1)(a) includes their right to 

publish as Journalists a faithful report of the proceedings 

which they have witnessed and heard in Court.‖ 

34. In Vineet Jain Vs. NCT of Delhi (2011) 184 DLT 596 Hon‘ble Delhi High 

Court has observed that  ---- 

―complaint of the offence of defamation by reporting 

in the media contents of an FIR registered of 

offences under Section 294/109/34 of the Indian 

Penal Code, 1860 IPC read with Section 8 of Immoral 

Trafficking Act and the raid conducted at a hotel in 

Delhi. It was held that fair reporting pertaining to a 

matter of public concern, without insinuations and 

innuendos i.e. a news item containing statements of 

true facts emanating from a proper source i.e. police 

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/935769/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1024002/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1378441/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/594493/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/513074/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/37788/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1569253/
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is not actionable for the offence of criminal 

defamation; a fact pertaining to an FIR being 

registered with reference to the activities found to be 

carried out from the Hotel as recorded in the FIR 

made public by the police, was also held to be not 

amounting to a criminal defamation.‖ 

35. In the light of aforesaid laws declared by several authorities it is common 

understanding that if the contents of ejahar or FIR that published in the news 

item, no law suit may be brought for claiming damages against the 

publishers. Now, in the forthcoming discussions, this court shall try to 

ascertain the fact as to whether the defendants have published the true 

contents of the ejahar that lodged before Halem PS by complainant Khetra 

Dev Sarma? 

36. On meticulous perusal of oral as well as documentary forms of evidences, this 

court finds that PW-1 being the plaintiff of this case in his cross-examination 

categorically affirmed that ejahar was lodged by one Khetra Dev Sarma and it 

was alleged in the ejahar that he by submitting forged documents 

misappropriated a huge amount of his unmarried sister Padmaja Devi 

obtaining succession certificate. PW-1 further affirmed that the issue of 

Ext.1(1), news item, and the issues of the ejahar are same and the news 

item vide Ext.1(1) and the ejahar lodged by Khetra Dev Sarma are similar. He 

further affirmed that on apprehension of arrest he obtained bail. He further 

admitted that the nominees of bank accounts of Padmaja Devi were Kavita 

Devi Sarma and Maya Sarma and he never deleted their names from the 

bank nominee. He had withdrawn the bank amounts. The evidence of PW-1 

appears to be fully corroborative and supportive of the fact that the contents 

of the ejahar which was lodged against him by one Khetra Dev Sarma before 

Halem PS and the news item that published against him by the defendants in 

―Dainik Janasadharan‖ are same and identical.  

37. Therefore, in the light of discussions of evidence on record, this court finds 

that the plaintiff in his cross-examination firmly admitted that the news item 

that was published against him on 18-06-2013 vide Ext.1 (1) and the ejahar 

that was lodged against him by Khetra Dev Sarma is same and identical. PW-
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1 further affirmed that the criminal case lodged against him still pending 

against him. 

38. Now the pertinent question is whether without adjudication of the criminal 

case or outcome of the criminal case pending against the plaintiff, the 

defendants may be held liable for publication of the alleged news item. The 

evidence adduced by the plaintiff side disclosed that the news item has 

already been published by the defendants in newspaper on 13-06-2013 and 

said news item is pertaining to the ejahar lodged against the plaintiffby his 

brother Khetra Dev Sarma.  

39. Hence, it is true that defendants have published the contents of the ejahar in 

their news item dated 13-06-2013 and the plaintiff has admitted in his cross-

examination that the news item has similarity with the ejahar lodged against 

him. If so, then the plaintiff‘s suit appears to be pre-matured one as the 

defendants have published the true contents of the ejahar in their news item 

and also the true fact of lodging the ejahar before Halem PS against the 

plaintiff. All the materials questions of truthfulness of the allegations levelled 

against the plaintiff by Khetra Dev Sarma will be adjudicated in the criminal 

case and for that the defendants cannot be held liable for prosecution of 

damages in this law suit. Applying the ratio of aforesaid cases laws, this court 

finds that suit brought against the defendants by the plaintiff for publication 

of contents of F.I.R not appears to be tenable in the eye of law and as such 

plaintiff is not entitled to get any relief as prayed for.  

40. The plaintiff in his evidence further failed to establish any of circumstances 

upon which this court may presume that plaintiff‘s received any injury or 

insult to his reputation. The plaintiff further failed to adduce cogent evidences 

upon which it may presume that plaintiff‘s reputation has been 

underestimated towards the society after publication of alleged news item. 

41. Plaintiff to prove the fact of injury to his reputation after publication of the 

news item examined two nos. of independent witnesses out of which PW-2 

although submitted his evidence-in-chief through affidavit he did not turn up 

before this court to face cross-examination. Accordingly, his evidence was 

expunged.  
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42. PW-3 submitted his evidence-in-chief supporting the contents of the plaint 

and during his cross-examination his credibility has been dismantled by the 

defendant‘s side. On careful perusal of the cross-examination part belongs to 

PW-3, it is seen by this court that PW-3 does not have any valid knowledge 

about the publication of the news item against the plaintiff. PW-3 also does 

not know anything about the succession case or educational or other 

backgrounds. PW-3 in his cross-examination categorically affirmed that he 

does not know if plaintiff‘s honour and dignity legally suffered as he has no 

knowledge about any case against Mitradev Sarma. He further deposed that 

Mitradev Sarma since from the time of his service till date without facing any 

difficulty engaged in social works. PW-1 himself deposed thatExt.1 (1) was 

published on 15-06-2013 and on 13-07-2013 he was felicitated at West 

Sikkim on the occasions of Bhanu Jayanti. He further deposed in his cross-

examination that since the year 2013 till now he has attended funeral, 

weddings and various functions of different people with any inconvenience, 

including at Assam, West Bengal, Nepal and Myanmar. The evidence of 

plaintiff makes it clear that after publication of alleged news item he has been 

felicitated on occasions of Bhanu Jayanti and till the date of his cross-

examination he has attended funeral, weddings and various functions of 

different people with any inconvenience, including at Assam, West Bengal, 

Nepal and Myanmar. Relying upon the facts deposed by PW-1, this court 

finds that plaintiff failed to establish any injury to his reputation or character 

after publication of alleged news item. 

43. It is admitted that laws of Defamation protect the reputations of individuals 

and other entities (such as businesses) from untrue and damaging 

statements. Libel refers to statements that can be seen (typically written 

and published), while slander occurs when a defamatory statement is 

spoken or otherwise audible (such as a radio broadcast). To prove either 

type of defamation, plaintiffs must prove the following elements: 

 The defendant made a false and defamatory 
statement concerning the plaintiff; 

 The defendant made an unprivileged publication to a 
third party; and 
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 The publisher acted at least negligently in publishing 
the communication. 

44. In this case on appreciation of evidences on record it has become clear 

before the court defendants have published news item vide Ext-1(1) 

pertaining to a criminal case lodged against the plaintiff by his brother Khetra 

Dev Sarma before Helem P.S and said F.I.R was lodged alleging criminal 

miss-appropriation of properties belongs to the deceased sister of plaintiff on 

obtaining successions certificate. In the foregoing discussions this court has 

already observed that defendants have published the substances of the 

ejahar in their newspaper and same does not comes under the purview of 

defamation. More also, the contents of news item vide Ext-1(1), disclosed 

about the allegation of family members and lodging ejahar by brother of 

plaintiff Khetra Sarma about miss-appropriation of properties left by deceased 

sister Padmaja Devi. The publication was made upon the allegations of ejahar 

and plaintiff in his cross-examination affirmed the fact of obtaining pre-arrest 

bail from the Hon‘ble High Court. It is not that defendants have published 

certain statements on their own against the plaintiff by collecting news from 

local sources. Here in this case the entire publication was done for public 

good and said publication rest upon the fact of lodging ejahar against the 

plaintiff by his own brother. It true that ejahar was lodged by the family 

members of the plaintiff against him before Halem P.S alleging criminal miss-

appropriation of properties of his deceased sister Padmaja Devi and it also 

true that plaintiff obtained pre-arrest bail on connection with that F.I.R 

lodged against him. It is also true that contains of the ejahar and contains of 

the news item are same and plaintiff himself admitted such fact during his 

cross-examination. As such it is seen that news items disclosed the fact of 

lodging ejahar against the plaintiff and actual substance of ejahar was 

published by the defendants and such publication does not comes under the 

domain of defamation.  

45. Hence, upon the above this court finds that plaintiff failed to prove the 

essentials ingredients of defamation and plaintiff further failed to prove that 

defendants have published the substances of F.I.R negligently. 
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46. Learned Advocate appearing on behalf of the plaintiff side during the time of 

hearing argued strenuously before this court that defendants are liable to pay 

damages for publication of libelous new items. The plaintiff counsel during 

argument hearing referred following case laws:-  

1. Laigi Miri Vs. Mudang Bat 2009(5) GLT 234; 
2. Dr. P.K Niyogi & Another Vs. Praveen Nishi 2019(1) Civil LJ  

  825; 
3. Gorantla Venkateshwarlu Vs. B.Demudu 2002 STPL 11398 AP; 
4. Rahim Bakhsh Vs. Bacha Lall 1929 AIR(ALD) 214; 
5. Salena Dandasi Vs. Gajjala Mall Reddy & Another, 
6. SNB Abdi Vs. Prafullah Kr. Mahanta&Ors, MANU/GH/0021/2002 

47. Having considered the points of argument put forwarded by both the sides, 

this court finds that the factual aspect of all the aforementioned case laws 

are totally different with the instant case in hand. Hence, the ratio of all the 

above said cases are not applicable to this case in hand.  

48. Therefore, in the light of settled provisions of law sets by the various 

authorities as discussed above, this court finds that the plaintiff is not 

entitled to get any relief of damages of Rs.10,00,000/- . Hence, the issue 

no-1 is answered in negative.  

49. ISSUE NO-2:-Whether the plaintiff is entitled for interest @ 12% per 

annum on the decreetal amount? In the light of discussions and decision of 

issue no-1, the plaintiff is not entitled to get any reliefs. Hence, issue no-2 is 

answered in negative and against the plaintiff. 

50. ISSUE NO-3:-Whether the defendants are jointly and severally liable to 

pay the decreetal amount?In the light of discussions and decision of issue 

no-1, the plaintiff is not entitled to get any reliefs. Hence, issue no-3 is 

answered in negative and against the plaintiff. 

51. ISSUE NO-4:-It relates to the question as to whether the plaintiff is 

entitled for any other relief? In the light of discussions and decisions in 

Issue No.1, that this court finds that plaintiff is not entitled to get any reliefs 

as prayed for. Hence, issue no-4 answered in negative and against the 

plaintiff. 

 

O R D E R 

52. In the result, the plaintiff‘s suit is dismissed with cost. 
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53. Prepare a decree accordingly. Given under my hand and seal of this court 

on this 16th day of May‘ 2019. 

 

 
      CIVIL JUDGE, SONITPUR 
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1. Plaintiff’s witnesses:- PW-1 Sri Mitradev Sarma 
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PW-2 Sri Pradip Sarma - expunged 
PW-3 Dr. Mahesh Chetry 

2. Plaintiff’s exhibits    :-  
 

1) Ext.1 is the original of the Assamese daily 

Newspaper ―Janasadharan‖ dated 15-06-

2013 

2) Ext.1(1) is the relevant news item 

3) Ext.2 is the original copy of the clarification 

dated 18-06-2013 

4) Ext.2(1) is the postal receipt dated 20-06-

2013 

5) Ext.2(2) is the acknowledge card 

6) Ext.3 is the original Certificate issued by the 

census Commissioner of India  

7) Ext.4 is the certificate dated 13-07-2013 

8) Ext.5 is the original copy of pension book 

9) Ext.6 is the copy of order dated 08-11-1995 

10) Ext.7 is the copy of order dated 11-07-2001 

11) Ext.8 is the original letter dated 01-06-2013 

12) Ext.9 is the original letter issued by Bihu 

Suraksha Sommittee, Assam 

13) Ext. 10 is the certificate dated 10-01-2009 

issued by Nepali Sahitya Parishad, Assam 

14) Ext.9 is the original certificate dated 21-01- 

2015 

3. Defendant ’s witnesses:-DW-1 Sri Gautam Khanikar 
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